Press release
Scandinavian Global Supplier Group and Global Supplier Germany and
Poland are acquired by Elcee Group, the Netherlands
Hjørring / Stockholm / Krakow / Dordrecht, December 22nd, 2017
The Global Supplier Group with companies in Sweden, Denmark, Germany and Poland are acquired on
December 22nd, by the Elcee Group, with headquarters in Dordrecht, the Netherlands.
The Elcee Group, since 1923, has experienced a very solid and stable growth with an annual sales / turnover of
> 95 million euro, realised with 300 employees. Elcee has invested in a strong worldwide network, with 12
European and 5 Asian offices and customers in more than 15 countries.
In 2000, Elcee founded its subsidiary in China, which has contributed to expanding the process control of the
quality system and economical sourcing possibilities. In 2015 the LKL Holding in the Netherlands has been
added to the Group. With the acquisition of LKL Staal we now also have a factory in China to our disposal, with
possibilities for machining, assembly, and welding.
Elcee is a major player in the industrial market and consists of four specialized business units: Castings &
Forgings, Bearings, Lifting Equipment and Stainless Steel Fasteners.
Global Supplier offers a variety of metal components from all over the world. Customised castings, forgings,
(assembled) weldings, CNC and plate machining products are their specialism. Their key value is the excellent
global outsourcing to reduce your overall production costs. The company has a wide range of resources to
bring your thoughts from its initial idea to the manufacturing stage.
The Global Supplier companies’ activities within the Group, will further strengthen our position on the
European market, especially in the Scandinavian, German and Polish market place. Due to the expanded and
the complementary product range, we can now offer you a broader product range. The Global Supplier
companies can now also benefit from years of expertise in the field of engineered products and the
international growth opportunities within the Group. The acquisition fits perfectly within the strategy of Elcee,
which is focused on further international expansion, autonomous growth, widening of its product portfolio, but
also through acquisitions and/or new alliances. We have a very large warehouse to our disposal near
Rotterdam, where more than 15 million euros worth of goods can be retrieved at any time.
These changes will only have positive effects on our customers. Global Supplier and Elcee will act as before in
their market. We are also very happy to announce that the Global Supplier management team stays, therefore
the managing directors Michael Andersen (Sweden), Anders Nielsen (Denmark) and Marcin Czapla (Poland) will
remain. In the near future, we will investigate the optimal way of integrating the businesses, with the aim to
serve you better, faster and more efficiently in the future. Also your current contact persons will stay the same.
We are confident and very enthusiastic about the further integration and growth perspectives of the Global
Supplier companies. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact us.
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